ENGLISH
Write
Write
a discussion
discussion,
textpersuasive
linked to Barnstondale
and nonchronological texts alltrip.
linked to a Viking theme;
for Non-chronological
example, writing a report
letter to
linked
persuade
to coastal
the evil
Viking Martin the Merciless
features.NOT to invade their
Persuasivehumble
leaflet on
Saxon
protecting
village. the Wirral
Read Michael Morpurgo’s
coastline. novel ‘Kensuke’s
Author Study:
Kingdom’.
Roald Dahl.
Debates
Writeabout
narrative
whether
linked
Viking
to Charlie
women
and
should
the be
allowed to carry
Chocolate
out raidsfactory.
alongside their male
Write instructions
counterparts.
for marvellous medicine.

ICT
ICT
Code studio—computer coding.
Use spreadsheets to calculate the cost and
Sound recording.
amount of Viking equipment needed for a
Filming and video editing of Wirral Coastline
journey to new lands.
trip.
After our Viking Day, we will be using
Photostory to create a multimedia
presentation of our journey through the
day.
Use the internet to research Viking journeys
and create presentations of our learning.

GEOGRAPHY
Use fieldwork GEOGRAPHY
to observe and measure the
human
physical
features
the
Study
theand
routes
of the
Vikingsaround
as raiders,
coastline.
traders andWirral
settlers
around Europe.
Name
and locate
topographical
Investigate
thekey
effect
they had onfeatures
the
of the Wirral
coastline.
boundaries
of our
country.
Create
andthe
useworld
OS maps
(and
Map
the sketch
journeymaps
around
taken
by
keys) to Michael
identify in
places
and features
in
theOS
character
our novel,
Kensuke’s
the
local area.
Kingdom.
Look at the impact of humans on the coastal
environment.

MATHS
Children will MATHS
work though the ‘Maths No
Within lessons,
challenges
will be set
Problem’
Scheme.
at which involveMoney.
calculations of
measures and journey
Measures—Mass,
volume,times.
length, distance.
Area and Perimeter.
Geometry—shape, symmetry.
Roman Numerals.
SCIENCE
Properties of materials would be
suitable for vessels.
Forces and movement; and their impact
on the world
around us.
SCIENCE
States of matter—solids, liquids and gases.
The water cycle.
Habitats
ART AND DESIGN
Create Illuminated letters.
Study the movement of people and
carefully produce sketches depicting
the journeys of both the Vikings and
ART Kingdom.
Michael from Kensuke’s
Artist Study: Quentin Blake.

HISTORY
Investigate
Investigatehow
where
land
theuse
Vikings
has changed
came from,
over
time
how
in the
theylocal
travelled,
area. Particularly
lived and worked.
relating to
Explore
coastal
theland
reasons
use, for
e.g.their
Newjourneys
Brighton,into
the
Liverpool
unknown
andas
Birkenhead
raiders, traders
Docks/orCammell
settlers.
UsingLairds,
artefacts
Wind
andFarms,
evidence
etc. from
archaeologists, we will develop an
appreciation of how historians draw
conclusions about the past.

PE
PE
Travel withinCircuit
sequences
as part of our
training.
gymnastics unit of
work, looking closely at
Athletics.
the transition
in
these sequences.
Rounders.

MUSIC
Explore the journey of a composer and
use ideas
of how
they reach their
DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
musical masterpiece
to write our own
3D Wirral landmarks.
compositions.
Wirral souvenirs / pop up greetings cards.

RE
MUSIC
Study
Judaism and theanjourney
Jews take
First
Access—learning
instrument.
through
their
faith.
Reading musical notation: notes, pitch,
Explore tempo
the events
Easter and learn in
and of
volume.
depth about
journey that Jesus
Choralthe
singing.
experienced
before
his death.
Composer study—Tim Minchin

